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VVBGA  CAPS  -- Produce Safety Plan Scoring Instructions–Draft Feb 2016 

Draft Instructions for reviewing and scoring CAPS Produce Safety Plans: 

 CAPS Produce Safety Plan is approved only if farmer receives a Yes (or N/A) on all required items below. 

 Plans can be revised if needed--Farmers whose produce safety plans are incomplete or inadequate will receive specific revision tasks that 

must be completed for plan approval by May 1, 2016 

 If a farmer’s produce safety plan needs revision, they will have three weeks from date of notification to revise and resubmit their plans 

that adequately addresses all the revision tasks. There is only one chance to resubmit for the year. 

 Program coordinator (Hans Estrin) will score all the CAPS Produce Safety Plans by May 1, and send review tasks to farmers.   

 To assure standardization, additional VAAFM and Extension Produce Safety Specialists will review and score a sub-sample of produce safety 

plans in May  

 The final, approved produce safety plans will auto-populate each farm folder. 

 CAPS Review team (2 reviewers per farm) will review and give feedback on final produce safety plans, along with additional CAPS 

requirements (#13-18) in November.  

 Below are the CAPS Produce Safety Plan requirements (#s 1-12), the forms they require, and the instructions for scoring.  

CAPS Produce Safety Plan 
REQUIREMENT 

Form Scoring Instructions (Each requirements (#1-12) is scored with one Yes, No, or and NA if it is an 
option) 

1 
Land Use History and 
Risk Reduction 

Text and 
Map 

YES =this section (#1) contains: 
 Potential Risk Reduction? –For each identified land-based risk, the plan briefly describes WHAT 

they DO or WOULD DO to reduce or minimize the potential for contamination.  (Examples could 

include:  flood response plan, vegetative buffers, any methods to reduce cross-contamination 

between livestock and produce, down-slope positioning of manure piles, low-risk crop planting 

near contamination source, soil test for historic dumps sites, ceiling protection in outbuildings 
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with lead paint that could fall into product, etc.).  NOTE: If no risks identified, and no livestock on 

farm, this bullet can be “N/A”. 

 Adequate Farm Map uploaded –This farm map can be a hand-drawn sketch, computer 

generated, an NRCS map, or a combination of google earth and labels.  It doesn’t not have to be 

fancy or even professional-looking! Map must contain: 

 A Map Title with Farm Name and Date 
 Legible hand-drawn or satellite base-map showing farm and risk-relevant 

production fields, with an approximate scale with a north arrow. 
 a key or notation showing location of relevant food safety items like: pack house, 

bathroom(s), septic, well-heads, pasture, animal barns, barnyards, first aid kit(s), flood 
prone fields, and other potential risks that you identified above.   

 Notes—Remote fields with no identified risks need not be included; Remote fields 
with potential risk identified should be included—potentially on multiple pages; 
Production fields should be ¼ -mile from bathrooms, or <5 minute drive in a farm 
vehicle. 

NO =  
 Farm Map is missing altogether or one or more of the listed map requirements are 

missing or unclear/inadequate. 
 Land-based risks are identified with risk reduction strategies missing and/ or 

inadequate.  If no risks identified, and no livestock on farm, this bullet can be “N/A”. 

2 
Manure and Compost 
Overview 

Text 

YES =Answer states  
 Whether or not manure is used on the farm and briefly describes or notates a list of r 

methods for increasing or maintaining soil fertility for food crops  

 If compost is purchased, the company name and contact /web address are entered 

NO= the first item is missing or incomplete and/or the second bold need but missing or 
incomplete 
 
N/A = NO fertility amendments are not added to the soil (very unlikely!) 

 

3 
 Irrigation and Risk 
Reduction 

Text 

YES= the plan includes: 
 A list/brief description of irrigation system (e.g. Irrigation type(s), water source(s), 

pump system(s), type of distribution to field, major crops irrigated.) 
 description of an effective response to minimize potential risk (drip or other lower 

risk irrigation, harvest waiting period after overhead irrigation, timing of testing of 
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water source for E. coli, sanitation of processing water, after overhead irrigation and 
before sale, etc.) 
 

NO= One or both of the two bolded points above are missing or incomplete  
 
N/A = no irrigation applied to edible crops. 

4 

Harvesting – Containers 

and Risk Reduction 

 

Text 

YES= The plan: 
 list and/ or briefly describes harvest bins 
 describes practices to reduce risk associated with harvest bins (e.g. dedicated containers 

for harvest, a cleaning method and frequency, protected storage.     
 Cold Chain --Briefly describes practices that cool or keep produce cool just after harvest.  

These practices may include harvesting in the cooler morning hours, holding in the shade, 
short-time from harvest to customer, active cooling (water, ice, forced air)?   

NO= The plan  
 Lacks risk reduction practices for harvest bins 
 Lacks procedures to cool or keep perishable produce cool after harvest (NA = no 

perishable produce that requires cooling is grown) 

5 
Wash and Pack 
Facility: Cleaning Plan 

Text 

YES =the plan describes: 
 how and when pack house is cleaned, including descriptions of regular or as needed 

cleaning (e.g. sweeping, tidying, wiping or spraying down surfaces, etc) and  
 how and when you do deeper cleaning (e.g, scrubbing with soap and water, 

sanitizing, power spraying) (seasonally, annually?  Randomly as needed?). 
NO= Wash/ pack facility cleaning plan is incomplete or missing altogether. 
N/A = no wash/ pack facility on the farm or used by the farm (i.e. field packing only)  

6 
Rodent Management 
Plan 

Text 

 YES =Rodent prevention/ control plan includes 
 Brief description or characterization of farms rodent issue.  Includes whether or not they 

have or have had issues, and if so, what kind.  

 Even if they don’t have rodent problem: a brief description of what they do to prevent 

rodents in your pack and storage facilities (e.g. emptying trash/compost, general exclusion, 

regular cleaning, mowing around building)  

 If they have or have had rodent problems: a brief description of their tactics use to control 

the problem (e.g. traps and, or poison with location description, exterminator, specific 

storage container exclusion).  This can be “NA” if there are no rodent problems. 

NO = Rodent prevention plan/ description in incomplete or missing altogether. 
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7 
Cold Storage and 
Cleaning and 
Management  

Text  

YES = the plan contains: 
 Cold-storage overview—a brief description or list of the farm’s cold storage units (e.g. 

number, size and kind (s) of unit(s)).  If no cold storage, a brief and logical explanation of 
why not is included (e.g. no perishable crops, PYO, Pick for immediate delivery or pick-up). 

 Cold Storage Cleaning plan—a brief description of the farm’s cold storage cleaning and 
maintenance routine (e.g. regular tidying or sweeping, seasonal deep cleaning, with or 
without a sanitizer, regular or as needed compressor service).  Can be “N/A” for “no cold 
storage” above. 

 Cold Storage Inventory –A brief description of how perishable inventory in cold storage is 
managed to assure turnover (e.g. Harvest to order—do not hold stock, harvest dates on 
containers, first in-first out, etc.). ).  Can be “N/A” for “no cold storage” above. 

NO=   
 If farm has NO cold storage, then explanation of why not is inadequate or missing. 
 If farm HAS cold storage, one of the bolded requirements above is missing, or two or 

more requirements are unclear and/or inadequate. 
 

8 
Wholesale Shipping 
and traceability 

Text and 
photo 

attachment 

YES = Plan contains: 
 If farm sells wholesale**, the type and contents of shipping label are listed and a legible 

photo of their label is attached. Label can be sticky-back, hand-written, pre-printed box 

type and must contain Farm name and physical address at minimum (FSMA 

requirement).  Phone is optional and some kind of date (harvest or pack), or lot 

number for perishable RACS is highly recommended but not currently required by 

CAPS or FSMA.  

NO = Plan does not list contents of label and/or label is not adequate and/or photo of label is not 
uploaded or legible. 
 
N/A = farm does not sell wholesale produce.  
 
**CAPS definition of WHOLESALE: bulk units/cases sold to intermediary--Not going directly to 
the consumer of the product (i.e. your shipping unit might lose its identity after sale) (e.g. Coop, 
restaurant, Black River Produce, P&C) 
 

9 Transport Cold Chain Text 

YES = the plan contains: 
 A brief description of how farm holds cold temperature of perishable product during 

transport.  Effective methods may include one or more of the below: 

 Short transport time during warmer weather (<2 hours) 
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 Large transport mass of pre-cooled product  
 Delivery vehicle refrigeration and/or insulation 
 Transport during cool or cold weather, or cooler time of day. 

No= 
 Cold-chain maintenance plan is missing altogether, or  
 plan is insufficient to maintain product temperature 

 
N/A = Farm does not transport /deliver product. 

10 
Accessible Toilet 
Facilities 

Text 

YES = the plan contains: 
 

 A Brief description the farms toilet facility(ies)* (i.e. type(s) and location (s)) 

 A brief description of the easy access* to toilet(s) by workers.   Should include how far 

workers need to travel to toilets and any farm policies about “bathroom breaks” (e.g. 

workers can take a farm vehicle if in a far-away field) 

*Definitions: ““Toilet facility” means a permanent OR portable toilet, with running water, soap and 

single-use towels for hand washing). “Easy access” means at most, a ¼ mile walk or a 5-minute drive 

at all times for all farm workers—this should be shown on you farm map included in this plan. 

NO = Plan does not describe easy access to toilet facilities, as defined above. 
 

11 
Health and Hygiene 
Policy 

Text  

YES = the plan contains: 
 

 A Farm Health and Hygiene Policy that at a minimum,  

 Requires that all farm workers regularly and effectively wash 
their hands, after breaks and before returning to work, or as 
needed. 

 describes what farm workers do if they are sick or injured. 
 states, at a minimum, that sick workers who are seem 

contagious (with fever, diarrhea, vomiting, uncontrollable 
cough), refrain from directly washing or handling raw-eaten 
produce. 

 states, at a minimum, that worker’s cuts are promptly treated 
and covered with bandage and glove to stop bleeding, promote 
healing, and prevent blood from contaminating produce. 
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* Plans may include any of the template text above 

NO = Plan does contain a Health and Hygiene policy or plan does not meet minimum 
requirements. 
 

12 
Accessible First Aid 
Kits 

Text 

YES = the plan contains: 
 A brief description of the easy –access** location(s) of stocked first aid kit(s) both in 

buildings and where farm work is conducted. This could include pack house and/or other 
building(s) near the fields and in all farm vehicles or locations without easy access to kits in 
farm building(s) (i.e. at least within ¼ mile walk or 5-minute drive) 

**“Easy access” means at least as close as your toilets.  CAPS highly recommends but does not 

require keeping zip-lock bags with cut-care supplies in several known locations on your farm, 

(e.g. farm vehicles, pack shed, bathroom). 

NO = Farm does not have easy access first aid kits for workers at all times, as defined above.  
 

 


